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ABSTRACT

This statement by the National Council of Supervi'sors
of Mathematics includes a definition :)f."basic skills" in mathematics
and a rationale for the position that "basic skills" must include
more than computation. Ten basic skill areas are identified and
discussed. Basic skills and the student,s,future, minimum essentials
for high school graduation, developing the'basic skills, and
evaluating and reporting student progress are eac 4. considered
briefly.
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INTRODUCTION

I

Ther

The currently popular slogan "Back to he Basics"
, has become a rallying cry of many who per ive a need
for certain changes in education. The resu is a trend

that has gained considerable momentUrr and has

organizing data, measuring, predicting, and applying

initiated demands for programs and evaluations" Which
emphasize narrowly defined skills.
Mathematics educators find themselves under
considerable pressure from boards of education,
legislatUres, and citizens groups who are demanding
instructional programs which will guarantee acquisition' of computational skills. Leaders in mathematics
education have expressed a need for clarifying what are

mathernatics to everyday situations. The changing
need

calc lators demand a redefining
skills.

In

f the priorities for

ecognition

of

the

eNCSM is going on
reco 9 as providing both a general list of basic
mat ematical sqls and a clarification of the need for
inad cjuacy 9f computation al

an Apanded definition of basic skills.
ny list of basic skills must include computaticw.
Ho ever; the role of computational skills in
mat ematics must be seen in the light of the
con ributions they make to one's ,ability to use.
mat emetics in everyday living. In isolation,
co . putatio. nal skills contribute little to one's ability to
suc

par icipate in mainstream society. Combined effectively
with fhe other skill areas, they provide the learner with
the b'asic mathematical ability needed by adults.

'

'
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i

INING BASIC SKILLS

,above b'y the media.

,

The NCSM views: basic "matherriatical skills as
f..il!g under ten vital areas. The ten skill areas are

responding to these calls, the National Institute of

trrêLted and many overlap with each other and with
i
o Her di ciplines. All are basic to pupils' development of
t e abil ty to reason effectively in varied situations:
Th s expanded list is presented with the conviction

Education adopted the area of basic skills as a major
priority. This resulted in a Conference on Basic
Mathematical Skills' arid Learning, held in Euclid, Ohio,
in October, 1975.

The National Council. of Supervisors of

at mathematics education must not emphasize
c mputational skills to the neglect of other critical areas
o
mathematics. The ten copponents of basic
thematical skills are listed below, but the. cyder of
t

Mathematics (NCSM), during the 1976 Annual Meeting
in Atlanta, Georgia; met in a special session to discuss
the Euclid Conference Report. More than 100 members
participating in that session expressed the need for a

r. listing should not be interpreted as indicating
e ther a priority ,of importance or a sequence for
t

unified position on basic mathematical skills which

t aching and learning.
Furthermore, as society Changes our ideas about
hid') skills are basic also chahge. For example, today

would enable them to provide more effective leadership
within their respective school systems:to give adequate

rationale and direction in /heir tasks of implementing
basic mathematics programs, and to appropriately

students should learn to measure in both the
c stomary and metrie systems, but in the future the
s ghificance cif the customary system will be mostly
h storical. There will also be increasing emphasis on
o

expand the definition of basic skills. Hence, by an

2

i mathematics

basi

This widespread publicity, in particular, has generated a call for action from.governmental agencies,
educational organizations, and community groups. In

overwhelming majority, They mandated the NCSM to
establish a task force to formulate a position on basic
mathematiCal skills This statement id the result of that
effort.

of society, the explosion of the amount of

quan itative data, and the availability of computers and

the basic skills needed by students who hope to

participate successfully in adult society.
The narrow definition of basic skillewhich equates
mathematical competence with computational ability
has evolved as a result of several forces:
Declining scores on standardized achievement
1.
tests and college entrance examinations;
2. Reactions to the results of the National Assess, ment of Educational Ilrogress;
3. Rising costs of education and increasing demands for accountability;
4. Shifting emphasis in mathematics education
from curriculum content to instructional methods
and alternatives;
5.
Increased awareness of the need to provide
remedial and compensatory programs;
6. The- widespread publicity given to each of the

are many reasons why basic , skills muM

inciude Imore than computation. The preseht
technological society requires daily use of such skills as
estimating, problem solving interpreting data,

,

hen and. how to use hand-held calculators and other
e eCtronic devices in mathematics.

Because consUmers continually deal with many
situations that involve percentage, the ability to
recognize and use percents should be developed and
maintained.

TEN BASIC SKiLL AREAS

Problem Solving
Geometry

Learning-to solve problems-is the principal reason
for studying, mathematics. Pro_blem solving is the
process of applying previously acquired knowledge to
new and unfamiliar situations. Solving word problems in
texts,is one form of problem solvirt, bt.it students also
should- be -faced with non-textbook problems. Problem-solving strategies involve posing questions, analyzing situations, translating results, illustrating results,
drawing diagrams, and using trial and error. In solving
problems, students need to be able to apply the rules of
logic necessary to arrive at valid conclusions. They must

Students shookl learn the geometric concepts they

will need to function effectively in the 3-dimensional

world. They should have knowledge of concepts such as

point, line, plane, p4rallel, and perpendicular. They
should know basic properties of simple ,georrfetric
figures, particularly those properties which relate to
. measurement and problem-solving skills! They also
must be able to recognize similarities and differences
among objects.

be able to determine which facts are relevant. They
should be unfearful of arriving at tentative conclusions

and they must be willing to subject these conclusions to
scrutiny.

Applying Mathematics to Everyday Situations

Measurement

As a minimum skill, students should be ,able to
measure distance, weight, time, capacity, and
temperature. Measurement df'angles and calculations

of simple areas and volumes are also essential. Students

The use of mathematics is interrelated with all

computation activities. Students should be encouraged
to take everyday situations, translate them into
mathematical expressions, solve the mathematics, and
interpret the results in light of the initial situation.

should be able to perform measurement in both metric
and customary systems using the appropriate tools.

Reading, interpreting, and Constructing Tables, Charts,
and Graphs
1

Alertness to the Reasonableness of Results
Due to arithmetic errors or other mistakes, results of

mathematical work are sometimes wrong. Students
should learn tO inspect all results and to check for

reasonableripss in terms of the original problem. With
the increasein the use of calculating devices in society,
this skill is essential.

Students should know how" to read and draw
conclusions from simple tables, maps, charts, and
graphs. They should be able to condense nurtierical

information into more manageable or meaningful terms
by setting ub simple tables, charts, and graphs.

Using Mathematics to Predict
4.

Estinnation and ApProximation"
,

*

Students shouid be able to carry out rapid
approximate _calculations by first roundingpff numbers.

They should acquire some simple techniques for
estimating quantity, length, distance, A/bight, etc. It is
also nedessary to, decide when a particular result is
precise enough for the purpoSe at hand.

Students should learn how elementary notions of
probability are used to determine the likelihood of future
eVents. They should learn to identify situations where
immediate past experience does. not affect the like-.

lihood of future events. They should become familiar
with how mathematics is used to help Make predictions
such as election forecasts.
,

Computer Literacy

Appropriate Computational Skills

Students should gain facility with addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with whole numbers and decimals. Today it must be recognized that
long, complicated. computations will usually be done
with a calculator. Knowledge of single-digit number
facts is essential' and menial-arithmetic is a valuable
'skill. Moreover, there are everyday situations which
demand recognition of, and simple computation with,
common fractions.

It is iniportant for all citizens to understand what'
computers can 'and cannot do. Students- should b2

aWare of the many uses of computers in society, such as

their use in teaching/learning, financial ,tpanSactions,
and information Adrage and retrieval. The "mystique"
surrounding computers is disturbing and can put

persons with no understanding of computers at a
disadvantage. The 'increasing use of computers by
government, industry, and business demands an
awareness-of computer uses and limitations.

DEVELOPING THE BASIC SKILLS,

BASIC SKILLS, AND THE STUDENT'S FUTURE
/

Anyone adopting a definition of basic skills should
consider the "door-openin /door-closing" implications
of the list. The following Øiagram illustrates expected

outcomes associated with various amounts of skill
deVelopment.

,/

Scope of
SkIll Development

Learning centers, contracts, tutorial sessions, indivfdual

and small- group projects, games, simOlations and
community-based activities are Some of the other
.

options that can provide the opportunity to learn basic
skills. Furthermore, to help students fully understand
baSic mathematical condepts, teachers should utilize

cational opportunities

Mathematical skills

beyond those described here plus a desire to
learn more.

BASIC SKiLLS
The skills described
here.

movement may lead to an emphasis on drill and practice
as a way to learn.
Certainly drill and practice is a viable option, but it is
only one of many possible ways to bring about learning

and to create interest and motivation in students.

Expected Outcomes

POTENTIAL
LEADERS
Employment and eduEXPANDED SKILLS

One individual difference among students is style or

way of learning. In offering opportunities to learn the
basic skills, options must be provided to meet these
varying learning styles. The present "back-to-basics"

the full range of activities and materials available,

wiH Continue to

including objects the ttudents can actually handle.

increase as mathematical *skills continue
to grow.

The learning of basic mathematical skills is .8
continuing process which extends through all of the

EMPLOYMENT VERY
LIKELY
opporEmployment
tunities are predict-'

EVALUATING AND REPORTING STUDENT

years a student is in school. In particular, a tendency to
emphasize imputation while neglecting the other nine
skill areas tivt the elementary level must be avoided.

PROGRESS

able. Doors to further
education opportuni-

Any systematic attempt to develop basic skills must
necessarily be concerned with evaluating and reporting
pupil progress...
-

ties are open.
7

In evaluation, test results are used to judge the

MINIMAL SKILLS
Limited skills, primarily,

computatipn. Little'
exposure to the other
skill areas described
here.

,

effectiveness.6f. the instructionak process and to make
needed adjustrnents in the curriculum and instruction

for the individual student. In`general, both educators
and. the public have accepted and emphasized an
overuse of and overconfidence in the results of

LIMITED
OPPORTUNITIES
Unemployment likel
Potential generally

standardized tests. StandarAzed tests yield

limited to low-lea /..
jobs.

MINIMUM ESSENTIALS FOR HIGH -SCHOOL
GRADUATION

.%

Today some school .boards and state legislatures
are starting to mandate mastery of minimum essential
skills in reading and mathematics as a requirement for

high-school graduation. In the process, they sfjould
consider the potential pitfalls of doing this without an
appropriate definition of "basic skills." If the
mathematics requirements are set inordinately h' h,
then a significant number of studentS may not be ab to

graduate. On the other hand,

if

the mathem los

Lequirements are set too low and mathematical skil are

.too narrowly defrned, the result could be a sterile

mathematics program Coriqentrating exclusively on
learninb of low-level ,mathematical skills. This position

paper neither- tecornmerids nor condemns minimal

competencies for higp-school graduatior4 Fkowever, the
ten components of basic skills stated here can serve as
guidelirres for_state arid local school syStems that are

considering the establistl,
graduation requirements'

A.

t of minithum essential
I

4

Comparisons between students and can provide a rank
ordering of individuals, schools, or districts. However,
standardized tests have several limitations including the
following:
Items are nat necessarily generated to measirre
a.
a specific objective or instrudtional aim.
b. The tests measure only a sample of the content
that makes up a program; certain outcomes are
not measured at all.
Because they do not supply sufficient information

about how Much mathematics a student knows,

standardized tests are not the best instrUments available
for reporting individual pupil growth. Other alternatives

such as criterion tests or competency tests must be
considered. In criterion tests, itemt are generated which

measure the specific objectives of the program and
Which establish the student'; level of mastery of these
ohjectives. Competency tests are designed to determine
if the individual has mastered the skills necessary for a
certain purpose such as entry into the job market. There

is also need for open-ended assessments such as
observations interviews, and manipulative tasks to
'assess skills 'which paper and pencil tests do not
measure adequately.
Reports of pupil, prog ress will surely be made. But,

while standardized tests will probably continue to
dominate the.testing scene for several years, there is an

urgent need to begin reporting pupil progress in other
terms, such as criterion tests and competency.

.

easures. This will also demand an immediate and

e tensive program of inservice education to instruct the

eneral public on the meaning and interpretation of

CONCLUSION

uch data and to enable teachers to use testing as a vital

Part of the instructional process.
f
Large scale testing, whether involving all students
or a random sample, can result in interpretations which

'have great influence on curriculum revisiOns and

development. Test results can indicate, for example,
that a particular mathematical topic is being taught at
.the wrong time in the student's developmerrt and that it

*might better be introduced later or earlier in the

curriculum. Or, the results might indicate that students
are confused about some topic as a result of
inappropriate teaching procedures. In any case, test/
results should be carefully d'xamined by educators with'
special &kills in the area of curriculdm development.

The

present

-

represents

a

preliminary

program planning and implementation can be. made.
It -latso sets forth the underlying rationale for
icitentifying and developing basic skills and for
evaluating pupils' acquistlion. of these competencies.

The NCSM position undeescores the fundametal
belief of the National Council of Supervisors of
Mathematics that any effective program of. baSic
ma:tematical skills must be directed nbr ',back" Lut
for ard to the essential' needs of adolts*,-in t e
present and future. -*

You are encouraged to make and
distribute copies of this pager.
The. NCSM position paper was prepared
pursuant to a contract with the National
InStitute of Educktion, U.S. Department
of Health, -Edife4tion and Welfare.

paper

.attempt by the. National Council of Supervisors of
Mathematics to clarify and communiaate its position
on basic mathematical skills. -The NCSM position
establishes a framework within which deciSions On
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